Regular exposure to hand-transmitted vibration can result in symptoms and signs of peripheral vascular, neurological and other disorders collectively known as the handarm vibration syndrome. The measurement of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration involves converting the evidence of disorder (symptoms and signs) into information that can be stored. Evaluation requires the use of scales on which to indicate the severity of the various symptoms and signs. Assessment involves a judgement of severity relative to a criterion, usually for a specific purpose (e.g. to decide on removal from work or compensation). The measurement and evaluation of symptoms and signs is necessary when monitoring patient health and when performing epidemiological studies for research. The assessment of the severity of the hand-arm vibration syndrome is currently performed with staging systems, but the criteria are not clear and not related to defined methods for measuring or evaluating the symptoms and signs. Recognising that similar symptoms can occur without injury from occupational exposures to hand-transmitted vibration, this paper attempts to define significant peripheral neurological symptoms caused by hand-transmitted vibration (i.e. 'unusual symptoms') and how these symptoms and related signs may be measured. Scales for evaluating the symptoms (e.g. their extent) and the related signs (e.g. their probability relative to the probability of the sign being present in persons not exposed to vibration) are defined. A method of relating unusual symptoms to both the signs of disorder and the pattern of vibration exposure is illustrated. Assessments of severity will vary according to the reasons for assessing the health effects of vibration, and will depend on local practice and convenience, but a way of combining evaluations of symptoms and signs is demonstrated in a staging system. Although inherently complex, the methods may assist the collection of data required to improve understanding of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration and also support a more complete reporting of the condition in those adversely affected by hand-transmitted vibration.
Introduction
Hand-transmitted vibration is associated with a variety of signs and symptoms including vascular and neurological disorders [5] . The combination of all signs and all symptoms caused by hand-transmitted vibration is called the 'hand-arm vibration syndrome', HAVS. The scope and form of all signs and symptoms caused by handtransmitted vibration are not known, and so HAVS means different things to different people -both among those affected and to those diagnosing the condition.
The vascular disorders are currently called 'vibration-induced white finger', and several systems have been defined for the classification of the severity of the vascular disorders [16, 4] ). There are various neurological disorders but, because they not clearly classified, their extent and form are poorly reported and poorly understood. Like vibration-induced white finger, there are staging systems for categorising so-called sensorineural disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration (e.g., [2] ).
The principal impetus for classifying the effects of hand-transmitted vibration into 'stages' has been the need to make decisions that are dependent on the severity of the disorder -for example, deciding whether to remove a person from further use of vibratory tools or deciding what level of financial compensation is appropriate. This has led to an emphasis on judging the severity of the effects with less consideration of the precise form of the effects and how their existence is to be determined. Effort has been expended on trying to agree the severity of the effects without commensurate effort on how to identify and report the effects! The process of quantifying a phenomenon may be usefully divided into three phases: measurement, evaluation, and assessment [8] .
The measurement of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration involves converting the evidence of disorder into information that can be stored in some medium (e.g., on paper or in computers). The evidence may involve both symptoms of disorder and also signs of disorder. A symptom is an abnormality in function, appearance, or sensation that is discovered by the patient -sometimes considered to be 'subjective evidence of disease'. In medicine, a sign is considered to be any abnormality that is discovered by a physician during an examination of a patient -sometimes considered to be 'objective evidence of disease'.
The evaluation of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration requires the use of scales on which to indicate the relative or absolute severity of the effects (i.e. the symptoms and the signs). It may not be appropriate to assume that all signs or all symptoms are of equal importance. An evaluation procedure will yield numbers such that some characteristics of the individual effects can be seen. Evaluations may be expressed by values on an ordinal, interval scale or a ratio scale (i.e. scales on which greater values indicate greater effects). Such scales will not automatically be suitable for forming a single 'weighted' value representative of the overall severity of the potentially complex combination of symptoms and signs that were measured.
An assessment involves consideration of the evaluations of the various symptoms and signs and a judgement about them. Whereas evaluation results in values that are representative of the symptoms and signs, an assessment judges the overall outcome based on a criterion. Assessments are required for some purpose (e.g. to decide on removal from work or compensation based on current local practice) but they are not necessary for recording or monitoring the health of a patient. The use of an inappropriate scale for assessment will obscure the information needed to monitor properly a patient's health.
The boundaries between measurement, evaluation and assessment are easily and, too often, blurred. The construction of scales for assessing severity without adequately defining methods for measuring and evaluating the relevant effects allows judgements of patient health to proceed without a firm foundation, although possibly with resort to any supporting evidence to sustain the conclusion. This can happen with individual assessments and where measurement and evaluation methods can be included or excluded to reach a desired conclusion rather than being justified in their own right. In epidemiological studies, measurements and evaluations can be rejected merely because they do not correspond with assessments made on questionable scales.
The separate identification of a measurement method, an evaluation procedure, and an assessment criterion may encourage a more rigorous route to individual assessments of the hand-arm vibration syndrome, assist the collection of research evidence in epidemiological and experimental research, and contribute towards standards guiding the reporting of disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration.
Objectives of paper
This paper contributes to discussion of the reporting of symptoms and signs arising from exposures to hand-transmitted vibration. The main objective is to encourage greater emphasis on the measurement and evaluation of the effects and less focus on assessment, which will vary according to prevailing social, political, legal, and financial considerations.
The limitations of the current system of 'staging' 'sensorineural' disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration are reviewed and methods of reporting the various peripheral neurological symptoms and signs are suggested.
Staging systems
Over the years, many different schemes for reporting the severity of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration have been proposed [7] . Andreeva-Galanina used a fourstage classification of the severity of 'vibration disease' with much detail but broadly classifying the condition according to whether the effects were reversible, moderately marked, involved pronounced pathology, or were irreversible with a marked decrease of work capacity [1] . Drogichina and Metlina developed this into a seven-stage categorisation with seven groups of disorder caused by vibration [3] . Taylor et al.
proposed a staging system for 'Raynaud's phenomenon' in which the first two stages corresponded to either tingling or numbness and stages 1 to 4 involved various amounts of finger blanching, coupled with whether the symptoms occurred in summer or winter, and the extent of social and work interference caused by the symptoms [16] . In Japan, a stage classification for peripheral vascular disorders and peripheral nervous disorders was proposed [11] . In 1987, a separation of the vascular and neurological effects in the system of Taylor et al. was proposed in the classification of vibration-induced white finger according to the 'Stockholm vascular staging system' [4] and the classification of the neurological effects of handtransmitted vibration according to the 'Stockholm sensorineural staging system' [2] .
Stockholm sensorineural staging system
The staging system currently used for the classification of neurological disorders is referred to as the Stockholm sensorineural staging system ([2]; Table 1 ). Some of the shortcomings of the Stockholm staging system arise from the construction of a scale without defining the terms used within the scale ( Table 2 ). The scale produces a result without declaring the logical steps supporting the conclusion.
The Stockholm sensorineural staging system compounds a mixture of signs and symptoms: 'numbness' and 'tingling' are symptoms whereas 'sensory perception', 'tactile discrimination' and 'manipulative dexterity' could be symptoms but are often assumed to be signs determined from the results of tests. It is not clear what type of numbness or tingling is required or how reduced sensory perception, reduced tactile discrimination and reduced manipulative dexterity are to be measured, or what degree of reduction is required for a positive diagnosis.
Single exposures to hand-transmitted vibration can cause temporary numbness and tingling and this can be accompanied by a period during which sensory perception and dexterity are impaired. In the extreme, therefore, it might even be considered 'normal' for persons exposed to hand-transmitted vibration to have 'intermittent or persistent numbness, reduced tactile discrimination and/or manipulative dexterity' (i.e. stage 3 SN ).
In practice, the scale is often interpreted by physicians somewhat like the Stockholm vascular scale in which the terms 'mild', 'moderate', 'severe' and 'very severe' give a clue to stages 1 to 4. Where a disease and all relevant factors are not fully understood, the ability of a suitably experienced physician to exercise judgement may be advantageous. However, for building a foundation of knowledge, for situations where a physician is not experienced, or where physicians have differing interpretations or biases, a more structured approach is desirable.
In some countries, staging is used for deciding on financial compensation for affected workers and also the fitness for work involving exposure to hand-transmitted vibration. Where this is formulaic, it seems desirable to introduce more precision into the scale. More precision (i.e. clearly defined 'measurement' and 'evaluation' procedures) need not remove the ability of the physician to exercise discretion; it merely allows the judgement (i.e. the 'assessment') to rest on a more firm and more visible foundation.
Separation of signs and symptoms
To 'stage' the symptoms and signs on a single scale does not clearly indicate to what extent the result is influenced by symptoms, or signs, or both -a stage could be achieved primarily from symptoms or primarily from signs. With symptoms being questionable (if they are not considered to be accurately represented by the patient for some reason) and signs not being specific to the effects of hand-transmitted vibration, their combination into a single scale can obfuscate the evidence. It should be obvious from the stage of disease what has caused the stage -but that is not currently possible.
It would seem better to report and consider symptoms in their own right and then relate these symptoms to any evidence for disease as indicated by the signs, evidence of exposure to vibration, and evidence of other factors that may have caused or contributed to the symptoms.
In practice, an awareness of problems commences with symptoms and it will often be assumed that there is no problem if there are no symptoms. Tests may be capable of showing pre-symptomatic evidence of disease (e.g. elevated thresholds for perception that are not known to the patient) and this may be helpful for prevention, but currently it is not necessary to consider signs without symptoms. In the future, when the interpretation of tests is better understood, tests may be more useful than symptoms (as with hearing thresholds for detecting noise-induced hearing loss).
So the presence of symptoms currently starts the process of assessing the hand-arm vibration syndrome in a patient. The role of signs is either to seek confirmation of the symptoms, or to help identify the characteristics or severity of the disorder, or to help identify other potential causes of the disorder.
Requirements for a scale of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration
Staging systems for the hand-arm vibration syndrome refer to those symptoms and signs known at the time the scales were proposed. As understanding advances, the scope can be refined and the symptoms and signs can be redefined.
Apart from distinguishing between differing degrees of severity of disorder, the currently used staging systems have no clearly stated range of purposes for which they are considered suitable or unsuitable.
Applications of scales for cataloguing disorders
A scale could identify whether a symptom or sign exists, where it occurs, when it occurs, or its severity. The severity may depend on many factors, such as the extent of a symptom or sign (e.g. the areas of the body affected), the frequency with which a symptom occurs (e.g., once a year or every day), the duration of symptoms (e.g., all the time or in 5-minute attacks) and the conditions in which symptoms occur (e.g., after vibration exposure, during cold conditions).
The lack of precision in the current sensorineural staging system means it is not useful for reporting or monitoring the progression of individual signs or symptoms, other than in a very coarse manner. A better means of reporting and monitoring the known symptoms and signs would assist those trying to understand the effects of hand-transmitted vibration as well as those trying to monitor the condition in individual patients.
Distinction between symptoms and signs
With current knowledge, there can be symptoms unsupported by signs from objective tests and there can be signs without symptoms. The physiological mechanisms that link the symptoms and signs of the peripheral neurological disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration are not yet know. It therefore seems useful to catalogue separately the symptoms and signs in a manner that the differences and similarities can be observed.
No feedback
A scale should not contain feedback, such that the consequences of a rating are reflected in the rating. For example, removal from work might arise from a rating so it is not appropriate to define another rating as being appropriate when a worker has been removed from future vibration exposure.
Interpretation of scales
The terms used in the scale should be defined so that they have the same interpretation in different languages. Currently, while the words used for the symptoms are translated into many different languages they are not always interpreted in the same way. The definitions in Table 3 are used for this paper.
Currently, the most commonly used tests for detecting localised peripheral neurological disorders associated with hand-transmitted vibration are the measurement of sensory perception, manipulative dexterity, and grip force [10, 12, 13] . The signs are therefore defined by the results of such tests, which are assumed to be applied in standardised form -the application of similarly named tests in different forms can yield different results and different conclusions.
Completeness of knowledge
In order to construct a fully satisfactory scale it is necessary to know the extent and characteristics of all effects of hand-transmitted vibration. Clearly, with present knowledge this is not possible. It is hoped that the ideas discussed below will stimulate the collection of the additional information needed to refine the methods over coming years.
Evaluation systems
For the assessment of vibration-induced white finger, the Stockholm workshop scale provides a means of staging the severity of the vascular effects of hand-transmitted vibration and is equivalent to the sensorineural staging system. In addition, a scoring system provides an evaluation of the areas affected by whiteness (Figure 1 ; [6, 7] ).
The scores correspond to areas on the digits commencing with the thumb. On the fingers a score of 1 is given for a sign or symptom on the distal phalanx, a score of 2 for a sign or symptom on the middle phalanx and a score of 3 for a sign or symptom on the proximal phalanx. On the thumbs the scores are 4 for the distal phalanx and 5 for the proximal phalanx. The right hand is recorded before the left hand because the right hand of the patient is on the left of the examiner. The scoring of vibration-induced white finger is often based on reports of blanching by the patient. Scoring can also be used to record blanching observed by another person, or that recorded photographically.
To preserve consistency, and assist comparison between neurological and vascular signs and symptoms, it seems useful to use a similar scoring system to record the locations of peripheral neurological effects of hand-transmitted vibration. An advantage of the scoring system is that it identifies the location (hand, finger, and phalanx) that is effected, whereas the Stockholm sensorineural staging system does not even identify which hand has symptoms or signs of disorder. If the same system is used for both the symptoms and the signs it is then possible to see the extent of any correspondence between the locations of the symptoms and signs. For several years, this scoring system has been used in some clinics to identify the areas of the digits reported by patients as suffering from numbness or tingling.
Scoring neurological symptoms
When recording symptoms it is desired to identify only those experiences of a patient that are 'unusual'. The round of daily living produces many variations in sensations and capability that are 'usual' in healthy people in some circumstances but 'unusual' in other circumstances. The identification of symptoms relevant to the diagnosis of the effects of hand-transmitted vibration should exclude those experiences that would occur even without a disorder arising from vibration exposure.
Numbness and tingling can occur without there being a neurological disorder caused by hand-transmitted vibration. These variations in sensation can arise from various different causes unrelated to vibration but also as a normal reaction to vibration. For example, tingling after exposure to hand-transmitted vibration is a normal response to vibration (similar to tinnitus, ringing in the ears after exposure to loud noise), so it seems reasonable to exclude this from a rating of the severity of the hand-arm Table 4 ).
A problem with scoring, which is common to the Stockholm sensorineural staging system, is the interpretation of what is sufficient to be considered 'unusual' (e.g. is it a current problem, and what duration, frequency and severity is required for it to be a sufficiently significant problem to be 'unusual'). With current understanding, it seems reasonable to assume that peripheral neurological symptoms arising from disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration are fairly steady-state -not totally eliminated by changes in temperature or climate, unlike the vascular components of the handarm vibration syndrome. For example, it may be considered that if a problem (numbness, tingling, weakness of grip, finger clumsiness or pain) has not been present for more than 4 hours a day on most days of the week during the past 4 weeks then it is not indicative of a chronic disorder arising from the patient's longterm exposure to hand-transmitted vibration (see Table 4 ). The periods 4 hours, 4 days and 4 weeks are used for illustration and, of course, the symptom would need to have existed for more than 4 weeks for the problem to be considered a chronic disorder.
The peripheral neurological symptoms reported by users of vibratory tools are not always restricted to the fingers, so it may be helpful to define also methods of reporting any symptoms in the hands, arms, and shoulders. Table 4 shows how the existence and severity of numbness, tingling, and weakness in the hands could be recorded. A similar method is defined for clumsiness of the fingers. Pain is reported by users of some vibratory powered tools but there is currently no method of reporting its occurrence and so there is no understanding of how commonly it occurs.
An occupational physician should consider other potential causes for any symptoms reported in the fingers, hands, arms, and shoulders.
It may be difficult to be confident about the existence and cause of minor symptoms.
It therefore seems reasonable to exclude any symptoms the patient is aware of but does not consider to be a problem. To provide an indication of the extent to which the patient is concerned about a symptom, a four-point scale is defined (0 = no symptoms; 1 = minor (not a problem for me); 2 = moderate (a problem for me); 3 = severe problem for me). It is suggested that the patient's perception of the severity of all symptoms is recorded (for example using subscripts as in Table 4 ) but that diagnosis may consider excluding symptoms the patient considers not to be a problem.
In summary, a symptom might be accepted as potentially an indication of a chronic peripheral neurological disorder caused by hand-transmitted vibration if it is 'unusual' -as indicated by a tick in a grey box associated with a question in Table 4 (i.e. the symptom must have occurred other than during or after vibration, gripping, cold, finger blanching, and at night, and must have occurred during the past 4 weeks on more than 4 days a week and for more than 4 hours a day and be considered to be a problem by the patient).
Scoring neurological signs
The scoring of vascular and sensorineural symptoms reflects the location of the symptoms (i.e. the affected phalanges on each digit). It would therefore be logical and helpful if the reporting of signs (as indicated by objective testing) was also associated with the locations at which the measurements are obtained. Currently the symptoms can be localised to the fingers on which they are present (if the scoring system is used) but signs are usually reported as though they apply to the whole hand, even though they may be measured on a small part of a specific finger. Any correspondence between symptoms and signs is therefore currently lost in the reporting.
The tests used to detect signs give numerical values on a variety of different scales. probable disorders [12, 13] .
Tactile sensitivity is mostly measured only on distal phalanges -where tactile discrimination is most usually required. Measurements are not made on all three phalanges of the fingers so it is possible to replace the numeral that identifies the affected phalanges experiencing symptoms (i.e. 1, 2, and 3 -see Figure 1 ) by a mark (e.g. 0, +, or ‡) that grades the severity of the objectively measured sign of disorder at each distal phalanx.
A score of '0' corresponds to normal (a value within one standard deviation of normal).
If high values are abnormal (e.g. vibrotactile thresholds) the probability of having a value below the mean plus one standard deviation is 82% (Table 5 ). This assumes the data are normally distributed (a transformation may be required so that the distribution is made normal).
A score of '+' corresponds to 'possible disorder', defined as a value between one standard deviation and two standard deviations from normal. If high values are abnormal, the probability of a normal person having a value greater than the mean plus one standard deviation is 18%.
A score of ' ‡' corresponds to 'probable disorder', defined as a value greater than two standard deviations from normal. If high values are abnormal, the probability of a normal person having a value greater than the mean plus one standard deviation is 2.5%.
In order to determine the scores, the measured values in a patient must be compared with normative data from a suitable control population (e.g. a population of the same gender and a similar age). In the examples above it is assumed that the distribution of normal values is 'normal' (i.e. Gaussian) and that the probability of abnormal results can be predicted from the mean and the standard deviation. This will not always be appropriate. The provision of suitable normal values for comparison with test results is needed for test results to be interpreted with confidence.
As an example, for vibrotactile thresholds at 31.5 Hz, the scores of disorder on the distal phalanges of the five fingers can be written as 0+ ‡ ‡+ V31.5 right and 00++0 V31.5 left (the symbols + and ‡ are used here in place of numerals such as 1 and 2 merely to assist distinction between symptoms and signs). The scorning should designate the test used, here vibrotactile thresholds at 31.5 Hz measured on each digit (see Table   6 ). If measurements are not obtained on a digit, a blank (i.e. '-') should be inserted. For example, if there are no measurements on the thumb, middle or ring finger the score might be: -+-- ‡ V31.5 right and -0--+ V31.5 left .
Scores for grip and dexterity are obtained for a whole hand, and may be classified similarly, as in Table 6 . Dexterity tests using the Purdue pegboard may also employ a test with both hands.
The restriction of the classification of the symptoms 'numbness' and 'tingling' to those symptoms that are present for all (or most) of the time, and the reporting of signs for specific digits, may be expected increase the correlation between symptoms and signs of neurological disorder. Currently, for example, a person may be categorised as having numbness because it occurs on one finger when the hands are cold, but tactile sensitivity may be measured on another finger when it is not cold. Table 7 shows an example of a summary report of all symptoms and signs from a patient. The report might be shortened if it is decided not to include some of the symptoms or signs, or it might be extended for other symptoms or signs.
Scoring vibration exposure
With many vibratory tools the vibration is not uniformly distributed over all fingers or equally to both hands. If one hand is not exposed, it would not be expected to show symptoms or signs caused by hand-transmitted vibration. Similarly, the fingers that are most exposed may be more at risk.
With the scoring systems allowing the localisation of the symptoms and signs, it seems helpful to use the same scheme to report variations in the vibration exposure between the ten fingers. The simplest scheme is to use that employed for the symptoms (blanching, numbness, and tingling) to identify the locations experiencing vibration and append a letter (i.e. 'V') to indicate that it refers to vibration and not symptoms (i.e., 03663 V right 01100 V left ). Ratings are not intended to be more than a rough indication of the distribution of vibration exposure across the digits -possibly based on the patient's opinion. In many cases, there will be exposure from more than one tool to consider and, in some, cases there may be exposure other than to the hands and fingers.
Application of the scores

Health surveillance
As with finger blanching scores, the peripheral neurological scores for symptoms and signs give more detail than the Stockholm staging system, allowing closer observation of any progression or regression of symptoms and signs during health surveillance. The scores may be entered into a database to assist the monitoring of patients over time. Although the presentation of data in Table 7 may appear complex, this is a characteristic of the hand-arm vibration syndrome -a simpler presentation would be more difficult to understand since it would combine the underlying data and be less transparent. However, it may not always be considered appropriate to obtain all the information implied by Table 7 : the overall scheme is defined here as a consistent set of tools that can be used if they are needed.
The probability of an abnormal test result
When conducting objective tests, some abnormal results will occur by chance: the greater the number of tests, the greater the chances of an abnormal result. As the number of tests increases, so the criterion for accepting abnormality should also increase. For example, if normal results are distributed according to a normal distribution, the probability of exceeding the mean plus one standard deviation with one test is similar to the probability of exceeding the mean plus two standard deviations when using eight tests.
A different number of tests will be performed in different circumstances and so a simple summary of the test results (as in Table 7) should not be influenced by the number of tests performed. However, the assessment of the evidence by a competent person should recognise that increasing the number of tests (e.g. testing more fingers) is likely to increase the number of abnormal results. Within specific schemes for diagnosing disorders it will be possible to define the number of tests to be performed and adjust the criteria accordingly. Undue weight should not be given to a positive test result if very many tests have been performed and most are normal.
Diagnosis
The diagnosis of disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration is potentially complex, requiring consideration of many factors additional to a report of the patient's symptoms and the results of tests. Even so, many users of vibratory tools are currently diagnosed from a report of their symptoms, a history of vibration exposure, and the absence of any obvious alternative explanation for their reported symptoms.
The example system for cataloguing symptoms and the results of tests may assist the process of filtering those exposed to hand-transmitted vibration so that greatest attention is given to those most needing the attention of physicians. Using the evaluation methods, they should be able to see smaller changes in symptoms and signs than is possible when using a staging system. In addition, occupational physicians may recommend restrictions to future exposures to vibration, provide advice to employers, and give evidence to the courts.
Restrictions to future vibration exposures
Assessments (e.g. ratings on a staging system) might be used to restrict future exposures to hand-transmitted vibration. For example, some have suggested that exposures to hand-transmitted vibration should be restricted so that the consequences do not progress beyond a particular stage (e.g. stage 2). This seems unsatisfactory (even if the staging system is a well defined, sensitive, and specific indicator of disease),since it assumes that there is an acceptable extent of disease.
The evaluation of symptoms and signs can guide whether a vibration-induced disorder exists and, if so, the conditions that caused them. If vibration has caused a disorder it is reasonable to assume that continued exposure to similar vibration may result in progression of the disorder in the affected person and others who are exposed similarly. Prevention should seek to prevent the progression of a disorder, so a person with a vibration-induced disorder should not continue to be exposed to conditions that caused the disorder without changes to reduce the risk sufficiently to expect that there will not be further progression of the disorder. If subsequent reevaluation reveals that there has been progression of symptoms or signs it indicates that there has been insufficient reduction of risk and further preventative measures will be needed, ultimately the elimination of vibration exposure.
The suggested scoring of symptoms and signs allows a clearer view of any progression of symptoms and signs than a coarse staging, and should assist the implementation of earlier preventative measures appropriate to the risks in individuals.
Compensation
Schemes for compensating those with vibration-induced disorders vary from country to country. The schemes include state compensation for specific disorders related to, or independent of, the cause, and also compensation where there has been negligence [9] .
When compensating for the consequences of exposures to hand-transmitted vibration it is useful to distinguish between the disease (i.e. physiological changes induced by the vibration), the impairment in function arising from the disease (e.g. reduced sense of touch), the consequent handicap (preventing the performance of a range of possible activities), and any resulting disability (e.g. inability to perform a specific job and reduced earning ability) (see Figure 2) . The scoring schemes defined here, and the Stockholm sensorineural staging system, reflect the signs but do little to identify the handicap or disability in an individual. It is the disability caused by the hand-arm vibration syndrome that has the greatest effect on the individual and should therefore influence any compensation. A composite score will not be necessary if an appropriate scale of assessment (e.g. staging) is derived from a combined consideration of the symptoms and signs of disorder
The assessment of peripheral neurological disorders
The purpose of staging the hand-arm vibration syndrome is to provide an assessment of the severity of one or more consequences of exposure to handtransmitted vibration.
Vibration-exposed workers trying to give factual accounts of their symptoms can misunderstand and accidentally exaggerate or belittle their problems. Staging based solely on symptoms is also vulnerable to deliberately false claims and deliberately false denials -where there is the potential for gaining compensation or losing a job, workers may be inclined to exaggerate or belittle the problem.
Objective tests are not yet a sufficient means of confirming the existence, the severity, and the cause of all relevant peripheral neurological symptoms. Some tests (e.g. elevated tactile thresholds) show evidence of dysfunction in vibration-exposed persons that appear to correlate with some symptoms and are considered sufficiently useful to compliment the reporting of symptoms, but alone they do not prove the existence of the hand-arm vibration syndrome.
The severity of specific symptoms and signs is better reflected in the scoring systems proposed above than in a staging system. So although staging could be based on either symptoms or signs, if the scores for symptoms and the results of objective tests are reported in raw form, staging may be most useful when it takes into account both symptoms and signs. Many different staging systems could be designed to provide simple composite scales of selected combinations of symptoms and signs.
It seems reasonable that the assessment of the severity of the condition should be based on the symptoms so long as there is sufficient supporting evidence to expect such symptoms from the results of suitable tests -such as an appropriate sign of probable dysfunction at a location where the patient reports a relevant symptom. One example of such a staging system is shown in Table 8 .
With current limitations to understanding of the relation between symptoms and signs, it seems appropriate to allow some flexibility in a staging system. As knowledge advances and the tests are improved, it should be possible to be more specific as to which signs corroborate which symptoms.
When based on the methods of measuring and evaluating symptoms and signs described above, a staging system such as that in Table 8 The example staging system in Table 8 Some may prefer a staging system that solely reflects a physician's view of the importance of the disorder to the patient -perhaps on a scale from 0 to 4. Without the regular 'calibration' of all physicians, such a scale is likely to contribute more to disagreement and court appearances than to any advance in understanding.
Nevertheless, it should be recognised that the impact of disease on an individual is not well reflected by a single composite measure of symptoms and signs -the proficient dart thrower, the guitar and piano player, the fisherman and the model maker, may be more greatly affected by a specific degree of peripheral neurological disorder than the television viewer.
Equivalent vascular staging system
The system for staging peripheral neurological disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration in Table 8 is based on relevant symptoms supported by evidence of relevant disorder. The same approach can be used when assessing the stages of vibration-induced white finger, although this is not the philosophy behind the currently used Stockholm workshop vascular scale ( Table 9 ).
The predominant symptom of vibration-induced white finger is attacks of clearly demarcated finger blanching generally provoked by cold [5] . Sufficient evidence could be the observation of an attack by a suitably qualified physician, but very few physicians observe blanching attacks in patients. It may be considered sufficient for some other persons to be independent witnesses of attacks, or suitably verified photographs showing both hands and face might be accepted.
The evidence of vibration-induced white finger may alternatively take the form of a sign of probable disorder as indicated by an accepted test (e.g. reduced finger systolic blood pressures during cold or prolonged re-warming times after cold provocation). Such tests would need to be performed in standardised conditions and the relevant criterion for a probable disorder may need to take into account the age and gender of the patient.
In the event that a person claiming to have symptoms is unable to obtain 'acceptable evidence' of finger blanching there must be doubt as to whether the symptoms are correctly understood and described by the patient. However, patient symptoms are important -they should be recorded and an occupational physician should provide appropriate advice on patient management based on all the available information.
Attacks of vibration-induced white finger arise from abnormal response to cold. It seems likely that abnormal responses to cold occur before the first attack of finger blanching -and may explain the 'cold fingers' often reported among users of vibratory tools. Similar to recording numbness and tingling, it may be appropriate to record the development of unusual 'cold fingers' as this may explain otherwise apparently false positive results of vascular tests and warn of the potential for the development of attacks of clearly demarcated finger blanching currently required for a diagnosis of vibration-induced white finger. Table 10 shows an example staging system for vibration-induced white finger using the same principles adopted for the staging of peripheral neurological disorders in Table 8 . However, similar to the staging of peripheral neurological disorders, the staging of vascular disorders requires the development of more precise definitions of how to measure and evaluate the relevant signs and symptoms [14] .
Discussion
The categorisation of symptoms and signs presented here may seem complex, but this is an inevitable consequence of the apparently complex and diverse scales it currently seems appropriate to use the signs to confirm the symptoms, but when the aetiologies of the diseases caused by hand-transmitted vibration are better understood, the signs may be used with greater confidence to identify the existence of disorder and its importance. Generally, scales of assessment (e.g. staging systems) are only meaningful when the reasons for, and scope of, the assessment is defined. Without a clearly defined purpose, staging seems to be unnecessary, and possibly unhelpful.
Conclusions
Current systems for staging the effects of hand-transmitted vibration are not related to defined methods of measuring or evaluating the symptoms or the signs. Staging could be a means of assessing a patient (except that the assessment criteria have not been defined for current staging systems) or it could be a simple way of combining the effects (both symptoms and signs) on a simple scale.
The 'measurement' and the 'evaluation' of symptoms and signs arising from exposures to hand-transmitted vibration are required during health surveillance. They are also required when collecting epidemiological data for research into the effects of hand-transmitted vibration. This paper identifies methods of reporting the evaluations of symptoms and signs of peripheral neurological disorders.
A single 'assessment' (e.g. staging) of the overall effects of hand-transmitted vibration is not essential when monitoring patient health or performing epidemiological research. When judging the outcome from vibration exposure according to a specific criterion (e.g., to decide on removal from work or compensation) an assessment is required, but it should be recognised that a scale devised for this purpose is likely to vary according to the prevailing social, political and economic climate and it will not provide the detail desirable for either health surveillance or epidemiological research.
A crude method of assessing the extent of the principal symptoms and the degree to which they are supported by relevant signs of disorder may be useful, and examples are provided for both neurological and vascular effects of hand-transmitted vibration.
Such example scales provide only one of many possible perspectives on the development of disorder, but higher values correspond to both greater symptoms and greater confirmation of symptoms from the signs of disorder. Other forms of assessment may sometimes be more appropriate, especially when considering the disability of an individual arising from exposure to hand-transmitted vibration.
Separating the measurement and the evaluation of disorders from their assessment according to prevailing criteria may encourage a more rigorous route to individual assessments and improve the reporting of disorders caused by hand-transmitted vibration. No distinction between 'sensory perception' and 'tactile discrimination'
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Undefined adjectives Intermittent
Persistent Reduced
Other problems
Unclear distinction between 'intermittent' and 'persistent'.
An unclear mix of symptoms and signs
The stage of disease does not uniquely indicate either the signs or symptoms present.
The stage does not indicate patient disability. Table 3 Definitions of symptoms associated with disorders arising from handtransmitted vibration
Symptom Definition
Numbness A sensation associated with impaired cutaneous perception.
Tingling
A prickling sensation (similar to that caused by emotion, striking a nerve, changes in temperature, exposure to vibration, etc.).
Weakness of grip
A feeling that hand grip force is less than it should be or that hand grip is likely to fail.
Clumsiness in the fingers
A feeling that moving or handling things with the fingers is more awkward or less precise than it should be.
Pain
An unpleasant sensory experience associated with, or described in terms of, actual or potential tissue damage. Table 6 Reporting the signs of sensorineural disorders associated with handtransmitted vibration (example scores represent severity on each digit) 1 V A report of finger blanching with clearly demarcated boundaries during the past 24 months (i.e. finger blanching score >0) on 1 finger of either hand and acceptable evidence of cold-induced vasospasm in the symptomatic finger (e.g., evidence from independent witness, or photograph of fingers and face, or a sign of probable disorder in the symptomatic finger in a cold provocation test performed to current standards).
Sign
Reporting of test result
2 V A report of finger blanching with clearly demarcated boundaries during the past 24 months (i.e. finger blanching score >0) on 2 fingers of either hand and acceptable evidence of cold-induced vasospasm in the symptomatic fingers (e.g., evidence from independent witness, or photograph of fingers and face, or a sign of probable disorder in the symptomatic finger in a cold provocation test performed to current standards).
3 V A report of finger blanching with clearly demarcated boundaries during the past 24 months (i.e. finger blanching score >0) on 3 fingers of either hand and acceptable evidence of cold-induced vasospasm in the symptomatic fingers (e.g., evidence from independent witness, or photograph of fingers and face, or a sign of probable disorder in the symptomatic finger in a cold provocation test performed to current standards).
V
A report of finger blanching with clearly demarcated boundaries during the past 24 months (i.e. finger blanching score >0) on 4 fingers of either hand and acceptable evidence of cold-induced vasospasm in the symptomatic fingers (e.g., evidence from independent witness, or photograph of fingers and face, or a sign of probable disorder in the symptomatic finger in a cold provocation test performed to current standards).
Notes:
1. It might be considered appropriate for there to have been at least two attacks with clearly demarcated blanching of the fingers within the past 24 months.
2. Staging will normally be the responsibility of a qualified occupational physician who has considered and excluded the possibility of other causes of the symptoms and signs and who judges the vibration exposure and the evidence of the symptoms sufficient for them to be accepted. 
